
DEREK McBRIDE (1917-1996) 
 
It’s been a long time since Crockham Hill had a village shop, but in the past 
there have been several: a post office (first in Smith’s Lane, then in the Main 
Road), a shoemaker’s, a butcher’s, an antiques shop, tearooms and a general 
store – or, to be precise, two general stores; one attached to the post office, the 
other located a little south of The Royal Oak and known to all as Derek’s, which 
closed its doors for the last time in 1982. 
 
It was fate that brought Derek McBride to Crockham Hill, for he was born in 
Eccles, a suburb of Manchester, in 1917, the third of four children whose father 
had a cotton-warp dyeing business in which he was expected to spend his 
working days.  
 
Brought up in a Catholic family (a ‘puritan Catholic’ is how he described 
himself), he was educated at the de La Salle College in nearby Salford, and had 
it not been for the outbreak of war in 1939, he would no doubt have remained in 
the Manchester area. But a few months after war was declared he found himself 
in Kent where he was billeted for a while in Crockham Hill House until being 
assigned to the newly re-formed First Army. He then saw active service in 
North Africa, about which he said very little, before continuing into Italy, and it 
was during a delayed departure from Italy that he contracted a strain of malaria 
whose effects would recur frequently through the rest of his life. 
 
In the course of several bombing raids by the Luftwaffe, the McBride family’s 
cotton dyeing factory in Manchester had been destroyed. When he was 
demobbed in 1946, Derek returned to Crockham Hill to marry Freda Wright, 
whom he’d met six years earlier. He then took over the village stores (Wright’s 
Stores) from Freda’s parents, living at first over the shop until being allocated 
one of the newly built houses in Deanery Road where they raised three 
daughters. 
 
Derek McBride was basically a shy, private man who was uneasy in crowds, but 
he quickly settled to the role of a rural shopkeeper, and soon became the ‘eyes 
and ears’ of the village. In those pre-supermarket days a village store stocked 
everything from buckets and brollies to candles and cakes. ‘Derek’s’ as it now 
became known, not only displayed an eclectic range of goods, but was an 
unofficial information centre, which suited its new owner who was more 
comfortable when dispensing information and directions than making small 
talk. Derek enjoyed discussion and debate, he was well-read – especially on 
historical matters – and was easy with children, whom he insisted on treating as 
small-sized ‘real people’. He was also a keen photographer whose annual 



holiday would almost inevitably be spent riding on Dartmoor while Freda went 
walking.  
 
Derek McBride was one of the last of the village shopkeepers, and when he 
retired in 1982, the Closed sign was hung at the door for the last time. But 
Derek remained in the village where he would be seen most days out walking 
Crockham Hill’s footpaths with Freda by his side, his pace sedate, unhurried, 
and a walking stick raised in salute to friends passing by. 
 
Derek McBride, one of the last of a dying breed - the quintessential village 
shopkeeper. 
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